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A: You're not actually returning a String in your for loop, so you're passing something else in, and that
something else is being interpreted as a way to name variables. I'm also not sure what specific String(s)
you actually want, so here's a generic version of how you can do what you're wanting with List: public

static void main(String[] args) { List myList = Arrays.asList("RTA", "SCN", "DEN", "MME", "NDR");
myList.forEach(it -> { it.length(); System.out.println(it.toString()); }); } // // basic_stream_client.hpp //
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ // // Copyright (c) 2003-2018 Christopher M. Kohlhoff (chris at kohlhoff
dot com) // // Distributed under the Boost Software License, Version 1.0. (See accompanying // file
LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at // #ifndef BOOST_ASIO_BASIC_STREAM_CLIENT_HPP #define
BOOST_ASIO_BASIC_STREAM_CLIENT_HPP #if defined(_MSC_VER) && (_MSC_VER >=

1200) # pragma once #endif // defined(_MSC_VER) && (_MSC_VER >= 1200) #include #if
defined(BOOST_ASIO_HAS_BOOST_DATE_TIME) \ ||

defined(GENERATING_DOCUMENTATION)
#if!defined(BOOST_ASIO_BASIC_STREAM_CLIENT_LARGE_INCLUDED) # define

BOOST_ASIO_BASIC_STREAM_CLIENT_LARGE_INCLUDED # undef
BOOST_ASIO_BASIC_STREAM_CLIENT #endif // OLD Boost.Date_Time library defines
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Introduction This is an instruction manual for the following vehicle: Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) Model: Renault Megane Serial Number: Year: This manual helps you to adjust the parts of the

vehicle for correct and safe operation. For your safety and the safety of others, you must read this
manual before using the product to which it applies. Note: This manual is applicable for your Renault
Megane, as well as all other vehicles of this manufacture part number. The Service and Repair Manual

contains the descriptions and illustrations of all of the major components and assemblies for the
components of the vehicle covered in this manual, and shows the proper methods of operation and

repair procedures. The Service and Repair Manual does not contain information for the original
equipment of the vehicle.Wrestling at the 1988 Summer Olympics At the 1988 Summer Olympics, nine

different men's wrestling styles (freestyle, Greco-Roman, and sport) were contested. A total of 126
wrestlers from 30 nations competed. Medal summary Medal table Participating nations See also List of

World All-time Championships medalists References Sports123 Category:1988 in sport wrestling
Category:World Wrestling Championships medal tables Category:1988 Summer Olympics events

1988Q: Start an activity in another activity with a long click button I am trying to open an activity with
a long click button in another activity. I need to start a new activity which will display the message of

the button that was long clicked. i.e: if i click the button in activity1 then it should say "You have liked
Facebook" and then should start the activity to display the message. i have tried it this way, but it

doesn't work. Intent intent=new Intent(activity2.this, activity3.class);
intent.setAction(Intent.ACTION_VIEW); intent.setData(Uri.parse("")); activity2. edd6d56e20
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